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edition. Excerpt: . . . These ill nurses were brought over to the
Central Hospital, which was the first opened, and put to bed
with other nurses in charge. Their comforts were few, but
nobody complained and they were soon well and up again.
There was not much activity along the Front at this time, so we
had no wounded until early in the Spring. Palace or Hospital C,
was second in readiness and admitted French wounded. The
Ceres or Hospital B was third in readiness. This was a much
larger, more modern and a handsomer hotel than the Central,
beautifully situated, overlooking sunken gardens, park and hills
beyond. There were a few bath tubs and some steam heat in
this hospital. One bathroom was assigned for the use of the
nurses temporarily and was much appreciated. Miss Daily, who
had been so ill on board ship was, about this time, taken to
Chaumont, Gen....
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Absolutely essential go through pdf. Indeed, it really is play, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You will
not truly feel monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Julia  Mohr  II--  Julia  Mohr  II

Comprehensive information for publication enthusiasts. It is rally exciting throgh reading through time. I am happy to
tell you that here is the greatest book i have got read through in my personal existence and can be he best ebook for
possibly.
-- R eese Mor issette-- R eese Mor issette
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